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cent foray into the franchise with ‘Total War’ that really started
my interest and I have loved exploring the deep well of charac-
ters and events that make up its lore. 

It’s an enormous world, filled with over 15 different races and
over a 100 different factions. But in ‘Vermintide 2’ you should
only be considered with a handful. The game is staged in and
around the city of ‘Helmgart’, a mountain-side city located in the
Reikland region of The Empire (the main human faction) that
now lies in ruins. Overrun by the combined forces of the Skaven
(disgusting upright, highly-technological rats) and the armies of
Chaos (even more disgusting corrupted humans) the burden of
responsibility falls once again on our returning band of heroes,
the newly crowned ‘Ubersriek Five’ (or four it doesn’t matter). 

Our lovable cast of madmen and madwomen return and they
are as angry as ever. Markus Kruber - The Empire Soldier, Vic-
tor Saltzpyre - The Witch Hunter, Sienna Fuegonasus - The Bat-
tle Wizard, Bardin Goreksson - The Dwarf Ranger Veteran and
Kerillian - The Wood Elf Waystalker. You can choose freely be-
tween any of the five and with three other friends, you must
overcome tremendous odds and fight back against a forthcom-
ing invasion that threatens the entire region. Dealing with Rat
Orges is difficult enough but stomaching Kerillian’s constant in-
sults without shooting her in the head will be a whole other task.     

Great peril, great rewards
After a small tutorial that also acts as a prologue to the cam-

paign, you begin your journey in Taal’s Horn Keep - a dilapidated
hold that serves as your home base. Here you will be able to
choose your character, your mission, open loot crates and pretty
much everything else in the game. It vastly improves on the small
tavern from the first game as the Keep’s nooks and crannies
make it feel like a proper hidden hideout. Each character also
eventually gets their own quarter that exemplifies their person-
ality. It does seem a bit empty in some places and the empty pic-
ture frames hanging around feel like the devs have some idea to
fill them out but have not got to implementing them yet. 

Loot crates, which are fortunately only earned in game and
without a single micro-transaction, contain the gear you’ll need
for all your rat and chaos killing needs. And it’s given to you in
abundance. You receive one after leveling up and an extra crate
depending on how many Tomes or Grimoires you pick up during
the run. Both of these items come with their own drawbacks so
taking the risk for a greater reward at the end is a choice you’ll
always have to make. As a fan of ARPGs like ‘Diablo’ and ‘Path
of Exile’, I was more than pleased with the variety and quantity
of items you receive. There’s a crafting system that makes getting
even the most useless items have some use but the UI related to
it could easily be better. Drops are also locked to whatever class
you’re currently playing; you can even keep crates unopened to
equip a low level character in the future. It’s a flexible system
that rewards completing runs which is good because finishing a
level is rarely ever easy. 

The combined forces of Skaven and Chaos are given just one
objective - which is to ruin your day. Rat assassins fly down from
parapets, pin you down and repeatedly stab you until a team-
mate comes to help while Chaos Warriors are intermediating pil-
lars of armor on legs and a single axe swing from them can take
away half your health bar even on the lowest difficulties. 

Dangers lurk around every corner so the aim and Health po-
tions and med-kits are few and far between so success is deter-
mined by how the party works together since weapon
combinations and item properties are only as good as the hands

that weald them. The numerous weapon mechanics open up an
exhilarating combat system that is a surprising challenge and
mastering it feels like a well earned accomplishment. The first-
person melee combat in particular is easily one of the best ever
put in a game. Axes and swords literally rip Skaven in half and
mighty two-handed hammers can pummel heads until they ex-
plode. Your range capabilities are equally diverse with every-
thing from bows to rifles to fire-spewing staffs. Not many games
give you the ability to dual wield pistols that shoot fireballs - it’s
even more fun than it sounds. 

Cracks in the shield 
All these components come together almost effortlessly but

not without a few shortfalls. Firstly, the network the servers
run on are finicky at best and borderline unplayable at worst.
You’ll be disconnected from a game maybe once every 10 to
15 runs and this problem is even more frustrating because
nothing tells you what the exact problem was. There’s no
measure for your internet ping and too much burden is put on
having the host’s internet being stable. Dedicated servers are
said to be ‘coming soon’ and they would improve the connec-
tion hiccups tremendously. 

The other major drawback lies in the RPG elements them-
selves. Each of the five classes is further divided into three dis-
tinct roles called ‘careers’. These are fantastic additions
especially for fans of the lore who have dreamed of piloting a
Dwarf Slayer in the heat of battle but the execution is under-
cooked at the moment. Every career has a talent tree almost
identical to the one found in the ‘World for Warcraft’ but the
three talent choices you get every five levels don’t leave much
of an impact. Admittedly some talents are more thematic to the
career than actually being viable in game. I appreciate that the

devs provided some room to experiment but buffs to talents and
even to a few careers entirely are desperately needed.  

A tremendous achievement
On the other hand, I love that Fatshark pushed our motley

cast forward in both their individual story lines and the over-
arching plot as well. All of the original voice-actors return and
once again they turn in flawless performances. Victor Saltzpyre’s
disciplinary tone juxtaposes so well with Kerillian’s sarcastic
quips (yes we get it Elf, we are all mayflies compared to you)
while some of the banter between Kruber and Bardin will legit-
imately make you burst out laughing. 

This along with the much-improved level design succeeds in
planting you firmly into this weary dark world that rarely ever
feels downtrodden. Even as you’re struggling through corpse-
filled sewers, the light hearted attitude only serves to embolden
you further.  The story will take you through portals, battlefields
and war camps but the journey is meaningful because the char-
acters your party controls are a joy to be around. 

‘Vermintide 2’ is ultimately a tremendous achievement and
improves on the co-op formula ‘Left 4 Dead’ introduced over a
decade ago. It takes away the guns but implements an extensive
loot system mixed with an addictive RPG progression system
that is an absolute blast to play. It may lack the polish Valve
brought to those titles but I am confident that developers Fat-
shark is more than up to the task of ironing out all of the linger-
ing issues. It falls just short of my own personal ‘masterpiece’
status but it’s a game that will only grow in time and is sure to
be remembered in many ‘Top 10’ lists by the end of the year.  As
for me, I can’t wait to jump back in, pick up Kruber’s massive
Halberd and start a party with some friends because those rats
aren’t going to be killing themselves. 

Sienna likes her enemies to burn... a lot. 

The mighty Chaos Warriors are a special brand of pain which makes
killing them all the more satisfying.  

The Dwarf Slayer is a joy to play even though he feels a bit under-
powered. 


